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The capture and berthing of a controlled spacecraft using a robotic: manipulator is an important
technology for future space missions and is presently being considered as a backup Option for direct
docking of the Space Shuttle to the Space Station during assembly missions. The: dynamics and control
of spacecraft configurations that are manipulator-coupled witheac h spacecraft having independent
attitude control systems is not well understood and NASA is actively involved in_th analyfiei research:
on this three-dimensional control problem for manipulator-coupled active spacecraft and ex_:fimental::
research using a two-dimensional ground based facility at the Marshall Space Flight Center:(MSFC)_
This paper first describes the MSFC testbed and then describes a two-link arm simulator that has been
developed to facilitate control theory development and test planning, The motion of the arms and the
payload is controlled by motors located at the shoulder, elbow and wrist.
A symbolic manipulator, MAPLE, is used to derive the equations of motion based on a Lagrangian
formulation. The equations are programmed using the autocode feature of MAPLE in FORTRAN and are
then embedded in a usercode block of MatrixX which is the primary simulation software engine. The
simulator implements a digital joint motor controller. The joint motor control scheme generates
commands for the motor based on the difference between the joint angles derived from telerobotic
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° Derive Equations of Motion (EOM)- MAPLE
o Numerically integrate EOM for a given input- MatrixX
SIMULATOR
_Derivation of Equations of Motion
Url
• Based on Lagrangian Formulation•_
° Employs Symbolic Manipualtion (MAPLE) ...._
° Code for the Equations of Motion are generated in FORTRAN
• Equations are embedded in a usercode block of MatrixX
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